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“The Terrain Sleigh Canada is special designed for hunters 
to make it easier to transport the animals. However due to 
its features it can also be used to transport timber or other 
objects.”

Material: 0,3 in thick HD-Polyether
Length: 91,9 in
Width: 35,4 in
Weight: approx 31 lbs. 
Price: See website 

Make your hunting season easier!
Use the revolutionary and special designed sleigh;

The sleigh is easy to handle and drag 
over any type of terrain.

The sleigh is easy to keep clean, is extre-
mely durable and impact resistant. 
The total weight is approximately 31 lbs.

Distributor: DECE-Trade 
e-mail: dece.trade@tele2.se



 
 

The Terrain Sleigh CANADA is tested by a licensed game act during several 
hunting seasons. With the hunters help we developed the special features that the 
Terrain Sleigh CANADA has. Among other qualities the Terrain Sleigh CANADA 
also helps you save a lot of energy while transporting animals, timber or other things.  
The Terrain Sleigh CANADA also works perfectly for farm work or for transporting 
other heavy things in terrain. 
The special design makes the Terrain Sleigh CANADA hygienic to use, since no dirt 
will reach the animal. The sleigh will also protect the animals’ fur from getting ruined 
while dragged. After use, the Terrain Sleigh CANADA is very easy to clean. 

The Terrain Sleigh CANADA is also tested for timber dragging by a tractor or 
other vehicle. Again the special designed features will make the work easier; the 
timber won’t get stuck or get destroyed by the terrain.  
The animal, timber or other object won’t fall off the sleigh when the drag rope is 
drawn through the hole in the front of the sleigh and then around the object. 
The ropes on the inside of the sleigh could be used to secure the animal on the sleigh, 
or back sacks and other hunting equipment.  

Due to the round front of the Terrain Sleigh CANADA  it’s easy to drag and it 
follows the terrain without getting stuck on stones etc.  
The plastic material HD Polyether, of which it’s made, works well in all kinds of 
weather conditions. The Terrain Sleigh CANADA can get squeezed through trees or 
stones, and it can be dragged over all types of terrain without breaking!  
The features of the Terrain Sleigh CANADA are much better in comparison to a 
sleigh made out of glass fiber. HD Polyether is much lighter and more durable.  
The Terrain Sleigh CANADA is easy to handle and the total weight is only 14 kg 
(approximately 31 lbs). 

 The Terrain Sleigh CANADA is easy to transport inside station wagons or on 
top of cars.   
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USERS MANUAL 
 

 
 

 
                        
   
          1/ Pull the rope 
                                                        through the hole      
                                                        in the sleigh..  

        2/ 
      Attach the rope 
    around the object.   

 
           
 
                                                                        3/ Store the sleigh standing up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning! The sleigh slides very easely on snow, so bevare  
if  you going to stop the sleigh especially if it’s pulled by a snowcat! 
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